
GET A BOOK REVIEW

Learn how to get free book reviews safely without an email list, a fan base or having to beg your friends. A step-by-step
how-to that works every time.

While you might assume these reviewers are out of your reachâ€”after all, they likely receive hundreds of
requests a dayâ€”they are still worth contacting. These sites are bad news. Review services, however, can
speed up the process and find reviewers for your book. Every Author Starts Out Unknown You might be a
rockstar writer with a rockstar past writing rockstar books. These mailings of books for review go to over 3,
newspaper and magazine editors and reviewers. The pen-name is slowly gathering steam, but it reminds me
how hard it is starting out and getting those first reviews can be one of the hardest things. Some of these folks
will leave reviews anyway, without asking. This unbiased feedback is invaluable, as it is what paying
customers re: not your mom, writing group or dog genuinely think about your work. Also in attendance was
author and apologist Ravi Zacharias whose book Why Suffering? Then they send out an email blast telling
their list that they can join your ARC team and get a free review book. Maybe you've set our book launch date
and want to start contacting potential advance readers a few months prior. Each additional link or request you
add decreases the chance of the reader taking the desired action. Action Step: Import your list of emails onto
an email server list. That being said, is having or reviews better than 50? What do you do then? Ladd is an
author, apologist, and entrepreneur writing from a cabin in Alaska. Thus, if your review rate is dramatically
below the rules of thumb stated above, there may be a craft problem lurking in the pages. Otherwise, as
outlined above, the review request will cut into your sellthrough too much to be worthwhile. You are not
billed for any reader who visits your book page via that link and then downloads your book within 24 hrs.
Target the reviewers interested in your topic. If you receive a decline response, or no-one responds to your
third chase-up, I would assume this means they are not interested. Good luck! Yes, but the publication date
must be within the next 90 days. Step 5: Follow-up A while has passed since you queried a book blog, and so
farâ€¦ silence. We don't issue refunds. Are they currently accepting new books for review? Find Their Personal
Websites Sometimes a search will lead you to a single website with many book reviews. Our readers are not
incentivized to leave a positive review.


